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2022 Colorado State 

Fair fine arts competition 

Digital Arts/Digitally 

Manipulated 

Photography category 

winner

Théâtre D’opéra Spatial, 

generated by 

Jason M. Allen using 

Midjourney

NY Times | Ars Technica
2

https://www.nytimes.com/2022/09/02/technology/ai-artificial-intelligence-artists.html
https://arstechnica.com/information-technology/2022/08/ai-wins-state-fair-art-contest-annoys-humans/


Image source: I spent $15 in DALL·E 2 credits creating this AI image, and here’s what I learned 3

What is this sorcery?  

› Text-to-image

› Generative adversarial network (GAN)

› generator vs. discriminator

› Generative Pre-trained Transformer (GPT) model

› GPT-3 often used with >109 parameters

› Trained on text-image pairs from the internet

› Convolutional neural networks (CNN)

› Neural style transfer (NST)

› And a bit of creativity with prompt engineering

DALL-E 2 – Llama playing basketball, generated by Joy Zhang

Promptcraft

https://pub.towardsai.net/i-spent-15-in-dall-e-2-credits-creating-this-ai-image-and-heres-what-i-learned-52f352912025
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Generative_adversarial_network
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/GPT-2#Generative_Pre-trained_Transformer
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Convolutional_neural_network
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neural_style_transfer


Twitter comparison thread (20 August 2022) 4

The big players

https://twitter.com/fabianstelzer/status/1561019187451011074?s=21&t=XBZ4yIJBGjF9T9VRHqXDMQ


https://openai.com/dall-e-2/ 5

DALL-E 2

› Perhaps the most advanced (for now)

› Developed by Open AI

› Very good at generating artwork (and images)

› Currently in closed beta (waitlist sign up)

Try Craiyon! 

(formerly called 

DALL-E mini)

A skateboarding meerkat, photograph from disposable camera
An astronaut riding a horse as a pencil drawing

Teddy bears shopping for groceries 

in the style of ukiyo-e

https://openai.com/dall-e-2/
https://openai.com/blog/dall-e-now-available-in-beta/
https://huggingface.co/spaces/dalle-mini/dalle-mini
https://dallery.gallery/dall-e-prompts-photography-styles/


DALL-E Kermit Twitter thread (31 May 2022) 6

DALL-E 2: “A still of Kermit the Frog in – – –” 

Blade Runner 2049 (2017) Spirited Away (2001)

Star Wars (1977)

WALL-E (2008) Family Guy (2008)

The Shining (1980) Total Recall (1990) Willy Wonka & The Chocolate Factory (1971)

https://twitter.com/HvnsLstAngel/status/1531507803017269254


Original: Girl with a Pearl Earring by Johannes Vermeer / Outpainting: August Kamp 7

DALL-E Outpainting
› New feature (31 Aug. 2022) – can be used to extrapolate more of an image

https://openai.com/blog/dall-e-introducing-outpainting/


Original: Girl with a Pearl Earring by Johannes Vermeer / Outpainting: August Kamp 8

DALL-E Outpainting
› New feature (31 Aug. 2022) – can be used to extrapolate more of an image

https://openai.com/blog/dall-e-introducing-outpainting/


https://www.midjourney.com/home/ | Quick Start Guide | Image sources 9

MidJourney

› More focused on making “pretty” and artistic images

› “we just want it to be easy to use – and we want the 

pictures to look good.”

› Beauty is easy, novelty and distinctness less so

› Interface via Discord bot or webpage

› Create 4 images at a time (default 256x256 px), 

pick your favorite, upscale it

› Currently slower than DALL-E 2

Solarpunk tower (by Olivier)Fish-eye lens (by Travnikov.dev)

Panoramic landscape (by spacef)

https://www.midjourney.com/home/
https://midjourney.gitbook.io/docs/
https://dallery.gallery/midjourney-guide-ai-art-explained/
https://discord.gg/midjourney
https://www.midjourney.com/app/


https://www.midjourney.com/showcase/ | https://www.deviantart.com/tag/midjourney 10

More examples from MidJourney…

airy, pin-up, sci-fi, steam punk, very deitaled, 

realistic, figurative painter, fineart, Oil painting on 

canvas, beautiful painting by Daniel F Gerhartz

Generated by jacques3d

ethereal Bohemian Waxwing bird, Bombycilla garrulus

Generated by agapak

Tiny cute and adorable piglet adventurer dressed 

in a warm overcoat with survival gear on a winters 

day, jean - baptiste monge , anthropomorphic

Generated by BartonDH

https://www.midjourney.com/showcase/
https://www.deviantart.com/tag/midjourney


https://stability.ai/blog/stable-diffusion-public-release | https://github.com/CompVis/stable-diffusion |  Beginner/Intermediate Guide to Getting Cool Images from Stable Diffusion 11

Stable Diffusion

› Open Source

› Rapid advances in speed, quality, features

› Excels at images (art and photography)

› Used in browser (or on PC / Windows GUI)

› Now also has a Photoshop plugin (demo)

› Gallery with prompts: https://lexica.art/

› img2img: 

Try Stable 

Diffusion!

A distant futuristic city full of tall 

buildings inside a huge transparent 

glass dome, In the middle of a barren 

desert full of large dunes, Sun rays, 

Artstation, Dark sky full of stars with a 

shiny sun, Massive scale, Fog, Highly 

detailed, Cinematic, Colorful

Try img2img!

+ =

source reddit thread

Jeflon Zuckergates by /u/rerri

Kanye West as Tyrion Lannister in Game of 

Thrones by /u/LeLastpak

https://stability.ai/blog/stable-diffusion-public-release
https://github.com/CompVis/stable-diffusion
https://www.reddit.com/r/StableDiffusion/comments/x41n87/how_to_get_images_that_dont_suck_a/
http://beta.dreamstudio.ai/
https://nmkd.itch.io/t2i-gui
https://www.getalpaca.io/
https://www.reddit.com/r/StableDiffusion/comments/wyduk1/show_rstablediffusion_integrating_sd_in_photoshop/
https://lexica.art/
https://huggingface.co/spaces/stabilityai/stable-diffusion
https://huggingface.co/spaces/fffiloni/stable-diffusion-img2img
https://www.reddit.com/r/StableDiffusion/comments/wzlmty/its_some_kind_of_black_magic_i_swear/
https://www.reddit.com/r/StableDiffusion/comments/x3u3r0/jeflon_zuckergates/
https://www.reddit.com/r/StableDiffusion/comments/wrnkuo/kanye_west_as_tyrion_lannister_in_game_of_thrones/
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More examples from Stable Diffusion…

ultra realistic illustration and highly detailed digital render of a intricate busy street 

inside a ancient 1 5 th century stone village, levitating high tech boats drive in the 

sky by greg rutkowski and kinkade, nighttime, dark sky, twinkly stars, colorful street 

lamps along road, natural stone road, indonesian style street food vendors, elegant, 

fractal architecture, european architecture, 1 6 th century architecture, highly 

detailed, insanely detailed, sharp focus, vibrant and vivid, smooth, cinematic, high 

contrast, hdr, 4 k, trending on artstation, archviz, unreal engine, hyperrealistic, dof

LINK

Jaba The Trump by /u/rservello

gigachad luigi fighting like jason statham in a green suit 

with a beard, fantasy character portrait, ultra realistic, 

full body concept art, intricate details, highly detailed by 

greg rutkowski, ilya kuvshinov, gaston bussiere, craig 

mullins, simon bisley

LINK

Jeremy Clarkson in GTA V by /u/Kaarssteun

https://lexica.art/prompt/81b740cf-85ce-4267-b75c-afdb4b3cb505
https://www.reddit.com/r/StableDiffusion/comments/x3q0cv/jaba_the_trump/
https://lexica.art/prompt/729b5230-000c-4346-8b64-551609c70738
https://www.reddit.com/r/StableDiffusion/comments/wajdgj/jeremy_clarkson_in_gta_v_cover_art_by_stephen/


Twitter comparison thread (20 August 2022) 13

Some comparisons and thoughts…

https://twitter.com/fabianstelzer/status/1561019187451011074?s=21&t=XBZ4yIJBGjF9T9VRHqXDMQ
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Some comparisons and thoughts…

https://twitter.com/fabianstelzer/status/1561019187451011074?s=21&t=XBZ4yIJBGjF9T9VRHqXDMQ
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Some comparisons and thoughts…

https://twitter.com/fabianstelzer/status/1561019187451011074?s=21&t=XBZ4yIJBGjF9T9VRHqXDMQ
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Some comparisons and thoughts…

https://twitter.com/fabianstelzer/status/1561019187451011074?s=21&t=XBZ4yIJBGjF9T9VRHqXDMQ


https://textual-inversion.github.io/ 17

Textual Inversion, a step too far?

› Tries to consistently 

replicate a concept or style

› “Using only 3-5 images of a 

user-provided concept” 

resulting in “guiding 

personalized creation”

› Plagiarism?

› Can the dead consent?

› Ethics of producing art in 

the style of an artist without 

their consent or perhaps 

even against their wishes?

@QinniArt

@David Revoy

“Image reproduction authorized for 

non-commercial use only.” 

https://textual-inversion.github.io/
https://www.deviantart.com/qinni
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/User:Deevad


The New York Times – We Need to Talk About How Good A.I. Is Getting (24 August 2022) 18

What does all of this mean?

› AIs advancing into uncomfortable territory

› Text generation AIs

› OpenAI’s GPT-3

› EleutherAI’s GPT-Neo

› Video AIs

› DeepFaceLab / deepfakes_faceswap

› Runway (editing, text-to-video soon?)

› Voice AIs 

› Google's WaveNet

› Implications for:

› Artists (digital, SFX, stock photography)

› Journalists

› Disinformation

› AIs can be used to detect forged art!

“Black-and-white vintage 

photograph of a 1920s 

mobster taking a selfie.” 

Generated by DALL-E 2

“A sailboat knitted out of 

blue yarn.” Generated 

by DALL-E 2

https://www.nytimes.com/2022/08/24/technology/ai-technology-progress.html
https://openai.com/blog/gpt-3-apps/
https://www.eleuther.ai/projects/gpt-neo/
https://github.com/iperov/DeepFaceLab
https://github.com/deepfakes/faceswap
https://runwayml.com/
https://cloud.google.com/text-to-speech/docs/wavenet
https://art-recognition.com/


This presentation was partially inspired by Cortex Podcast Episode 133 19

Try it yourself!

› Simple demos: 
https://huggingface.co/spaces/stabilityai/stable-diffusion

› https://huggingface.co/spaces/dalle-mini/dalle-mini

› Stable Diffusion version with more control 

(requires registration, finite free generations): 

https://beta.dreamstudio.ai/dream

› Read about Stable Diffusion’s public release: 

https://stability.ai/blog/stable-diffusion-public-

release

› All 3 AIs provide some free trial number of 

uses followed by paid access

Stable Diffusion – “an oil painting of President Barack 

Obama and President Barack Obama shaking hands in front 

of the Sydney Opera House made by Vincent Van Gogh”

https://youtu.be/_u3zJ9Q6a7g?t=3984
https://huggingface.co/spaces/stabilityai/stable-diffusion
https://huggingface.co/spaces/dalle-mini/dalle-mini
https://beta.dreamstudio.ai/dream
https://stability.ai/blog/stable-diffusion-public-release


https://www.reddit.com/r/StableDiffusion/comments/wsnlh4/how_to_draw_an_owl/ 20

https://www.reddit.com/r/StableDiffusion/comments/wsnlh4/how_to_draw_an_owl/


Thank you!


